
 
 

           
 

St Ives Library Opening Hours 

9.30am – 4.00pm Monday – Saturday 

Email: stives.library@LIScornwall.org.uk 

               Tel: 01736 796297 

Did you try Tony’s latest code breaker challenge? 
 

BXDBWLDFGPOFOYBXDHDAWYCKFWWGBWOFDBOHDFDABGOKODCHWUDBXOYTBWCW
LOBXPCPUPTDCXDPBOYTDFUDYBNYKWGBNPDBDFQOBXPHBWGDUPOYOYNHDPHBXDK
OGHBFWWOHHBOFFRFWAVDCBXPYVHBWUGRGQPYBHDJIDGOUYBHLOBXPXAUBXDH’OM
DPYCHXPIDWKPXNUPYXDPCSNHBRDAGDKNFLXDYQWNEDTWBLDBXPYCHBXPBHPFF 
 

If you need help Tony says: 
A substitution code, even one without spacing between words, can be decrypted by using frequency analysis (provided 
there is enough text). The most common letters used in English are e,t,and a in that order. Where two letters next to 
each other are the same then the most common are ss, ee, and tt. Look for sequences of 3 letters that are the same, 

they may (or may not !!)represent common 3 letter words. 
 

No one cracked it this time – so perhaps we should offer a chocolate prize as an incentive.  Please send your ‘cracked 
code’ to stivesfosil@gmail.com.  The solution and winner will be published in the next ‘News & Views’. 
 

 

  
 

Max Porter’s novel Lanny 
 

For many the lock down has enabled us to 
read far more than we might normally. But 
after being let loose in the reader’s 
equivalent of a sweet shop for many 
months I found that my appetite for 
‘holiday reads’ tired. The binge reading 
meant that plots converged, and I had 
difficulty distinguishing one from another. I 
needed a book/ author that would rekindle  
 

 

that initial love of reading that I had experienced as a child. 
 

I came across the author, Max Porter being interviewed by Rick O’Shea on 
Shelf Analysis (available on Youtube). Sometimes that’s a good way of 
discovering living authors so that you meet them first. Porter was formerly a 
bookshop manager and editor so I knew that his books would be different if 
only because he understood the market.  
 

Grief is the Thing with Feathers, was his highly acclaimed first novel which 
won the Sunday Times PFD Young Writer of the Year Award in 2016, as 
well as the Books Are My Bag Readers' Award for fiction and the 
International Dylan Thomas Prize. It was also shortlisted for the Guardian 
First Book Award and the Goldsmiths Prize for experimental writing. Porter 
explores Grief in all its rawness and the effect it has upon a husband and 
his young sons as they face life without their wife/mother.  
 

Porter followed that success in 2019 with Lanny , which also received 5-star 
reviews. Porter's writing is experimental, there is a plot, but the style and 
poetry of Porter makes reading Lanny so much more of an experience.  For 
example, the polyphonic chorus of ancient village voices is physically 
created in waves across the page.  
 

On a very simple level Lanny is a novel about a young boy who lives in an 
English village and goes missing. His parents are townies; the father 
commutes and is rarely home, the mother writes crime novels. Porter 
captures the twisting reactions of the small community as they try to cope 
with the drama and overbearing media attention when the boy goes missing. 
An artistic recluse who at the mother’s request has been giving Lanny art 
lessons becomes a suspect and is hounded only to be released when his 
alibi is proved. Porter shows the frailty of humans and what happens to 
people when they are put under enormous strain through no fault of their 
own. But this isn’t a simple tale, Lanny is an unusual little boy who has woken 
the ancient village voices. Dead Papa Toothwort, who was only believed to 
live in folklore, is moved to protect the young child.   
 

I won’t reveal the plot ending but if you enjoyed reading Alan Garner’s Owl 
Service as a child I think you will enjoy Max Porter’s Lanny. 

Reviewed by Anna Martin 
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I have just read in the Guardian ‘Review’ section of a new 
book ‘Burning the Books: A History of Knowledge Under 
Attack’ by Richard Ovenden The headline is ‘A fascinating 
survey of the villains who destroy written records of the 
past - and the heroes who try to stop them’. 
It sounds rather grim, but the reviewer ends up by saying that 
the author reminds us that: 
“Libraries and librarians are the keepers of humankind’s 
memories: without them, we don’t know who we are”. 
What more can I say? 

Janet Axten 
 

 
 

                                                                          
Poetry Group – Echoes, Sounds & Silences (theme for September continued) 

 
 

 

Bending of the rules of the Pantoum, with apologies to 
any purists among our readers: 
 

That Smile Absurd 
 

...and with that smile, absurd 
Illuminating the silence, 
Who then could speak a word? 
What need was there for violence? 
 

Illuminating the silence 
Where deeds had been so dark, 
What need was there for violence 
While hope still shone a spark? 
 

Where deeds had been so dark, 
The silent promises broken, 
While hope still shone a spark 
Smiling may become a token. 
 

The silent promises broken, 
Meanings took flight like birds. 
Smiling may become a token. 
What need was there for words? 
 

Meanings took flight like birds. 
Intentions flew a thousand miles. 
What need was there for words 
If we could give our absurd smiles? 

By Stephen Bale 
 

Untitled 
 

The unkind pain is draining, 
My mind is fighting for control 
The world is outside – 
  Still waiting 
The time is drifting by, 
  Quietly, silently, 
Those minutes are gone 
No more to be – 
Take my hand – one day – one day – 
I will lead you to the promised land. 

By Alison Martin 

 

A witty epigram clearly designed to make us groan, hence 
the choice of title. Written to produce echoes of laughter. 
 

Epigroans 
 

To avoid disappointment 
Don’t make the appointment. 
 

Only time and tide endure 
The rest simply becomes manure 
 

Never argue with a politician 
Who will be destroyed by his own ambition 
 

Happiness is morning birdsong 
Before you realise it’s raining 
 

It may be true the flesh is weak 
But spirits make things seem less bleak 
 

Always keep a moral compass 
To guide you through life’s rumpus 
 

If you climb every mountain 
You won’t have time to enjoy the valleys 
 

Never regret your previous life 
It got you where you are today. 

By Ivor Frankell 
 

Sound – A Shared Experience 
 

We sit in a semi circle, silent, 
Toes tapping delicately, 

Heads swinging discreetly, to the beat. 
The music fills the room. 
Thoughts of Cossacks, 

The circus, clowns, tumblers, high flyers 
Mounted Mongolians, wind-reddened faces, 

Riding before they can walk 
The intrigue and danger of Genghis Khan, 

The pleasure domes of Kubla Khan 
Another world, conveyed by sound. 

By Anne Wilcox 
 

 



 
 

 
 

George Lloyd (1913-1998) 
Photograph of the composer, c.1947 (unknown 
photographer) 
Framed and mounted 
30 x 40cms 
 

On 29th June 2013, an informal ceremony took 
place on the first floor of the Library. William Lloyd 
had generously presented a framed photograph of 
his uncle - the St Ives born composer George 
Lloyd, which had been taken beside Lake 
Neuchatel in the Bernese Oberland in 1947. I took 
a photo of this event, showing William’s wife 
Alison, Library Manager Jane Dews and St Ives 
Mayor, Councillor Colin Nicholls. 
 

At St Ives Guildhall, the evening before, the town 
had celebrated the centenary of George Lloyd’s 
birth, 28th June 1913. A memorable Brass Concert 
featuring the Camborne Town Band and the 
Cornwall Youth Brass Ensemble had been held, 
organised by The George Lloyd Society in 
conjunction with St Ives Archive, and supported by 
St Ives Town Council. 
 

George Lloyd’s family home was St Eia, the 
building on the main road into St Ives that became 
the St Eia Hotel. It was demolished a few years 
ago to make way for more holiday apartments. 
Lloyd’s parents, William and Primrose, both very 
musical, had moved into the house in 1904.  
 

 

There, they became supporters of the art colony, and regularly 
held classical concerts in the large studio room created by artist 
Julius Olsson, the first resident of St Eia. When George was still 
young, however, the family moved to Zennor. They lived with 
George’s artistic grandmother, Fanny Lloyd, in what used to be 
the Zennor Wayside Museum. 
 

Always musical himself, George Lloyd started composing at the 
age of ten and, less than a decade later, and as a response to the 
‘Nine Maidens’ near St Buryan, he wrote and produced his first 
opera Iernin, which he conducted in Penzance. However, this 
early promise was brought to an abrupt end by World War II. He 
volunteered as a Royal Marine Bandsman and suffered 
devastating physical and psychological injuries when the ship he 
was on, ‘HMS Trinidad’, was torpedoed while guarding the Arctic 
convoys. 
 

Suffering from severe post-traumatic stress disorder, Lloyd gave 
up his musical career, and for many years ran a market garden in 
Dorset, with his Swiss wife Nancy, although he continued to 
compose. Then, in 1973, he moved to London and began, as he 
has said ‘to pick up the pieces of my musical life’. He would write 
three operas, twelve symphonies, seven concertos for cello, piano 
and violin and numerous chamber and brass work. It is these 
brass works that have remained some of the most popular concert 
music written for brass bands; perhaps the most famous being his 
1941 march ‘HMS Trinidad’. https://youtu.be/G1ktBvDZLGw  This 
piece was included in the Guildhall centenary concert. 
 

The press release for the concert contained a quotation from 
William Lloyd, who stated: ‘St Ives and Cornwall were both very 
important to George Lloyd. He was proud to be a Cornishman, 
and he retained his fascination with Cornish archaeology and 
mythology throughout his life’.  
 

St Ives Archive has a copy of Strange Storms and Symphonies - 
the fascinating 2013 documentary film made of the composer’s 
life and work by Diana Taylor; produced by Redcliffe Films. The 
Archive also has CDs of many of Lloyd’s major compositions, 
including his symphonies. 
 

Some years ago, William set up the George Lloyd Society in order 
to promote the life and work of this important, and often neglected 
composer, and to provide a platform for new research. Further 
information on the Society may be found at:  
www.georgelloyd.com 
  

while his biography can be seen at: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Lloyd_(composer) 

Janet Axten 
 

  

We hope you enjoyed Janet’s ‘Short History of the Library’ in the last News & Views.   
Tim Andrewes reminded us of a short film involving our library. 

 

 

Tim says: 
 

‘This short film was created as a project 

by students at St Ives Secondary 
School, working with local film maker, 
Alban Roinard, of Eiafilms. Made in 
2009, it provides an interesting glimpse 
of how the library looked 11 years ago. 
The film aims to portray the library as an 
attractive, hi-tech, mysterious, cutting-
edge place for young people to hang out 
in and enjoy. Does it succeed? Judge for 
yourselves!’ 
https://vimeo.com/4453646 
 

Enjoy! 
 

 
 
 
 

 

https://youtu.be/G1ktBvDZLGw
http://www.georgelloyd.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Lloyd_(composer)
https://vimeo.com/4453646


 

For those of us lamenting the cancellation of the September Festival, Phil Saward takes us back to 
 

The first St Ives September Festival of Music and the Arts 14-24 September 1978 
 

This was initiated by the efforts of two main groups: Firstly, local promoter Martin Val Baker who had put on successful 
folk concerts at the Guildhall and his enthusiastic supporters. Secondly, the International Musicians Seminar (IMS) 
which had been held annually at Prussia Cove since 1972,  to study open chamber music and perform a series of local 
concerts. In autumn 1977 Martin and his team proposed a week long folk event for 1978 but funding was a problem until 
they were fortunate to meet Robert Etherington, an IMS administrator, who suggested they combine forces. As Robert 
told John Charles Clark (who designed the 'double S' festival artwork) he wanted to revive the idea of the 1970 St Ives 
Festival / Gathering event that had offered such a rich mix of music and arts, but with even greater diversity and 
duration, plus timing it to extend beyond the usual summer season. 
 

Robert became the paid Co-ordinator for the Festival Committee, which included Hilary Behrens (Director IMS), Martin 
Val Baker, Benny Sirota, David Todd, Michael Foreman and Patrick Hughes amongst others. Patrons included: Priaulx 
Rainier, Alan Bowness, Bernard Leach, Patrick Heron and more. Many other local volunteers were also involved. Official 
festival dates were Thursday 14 to Sunday 24 September but extra IMS chamber music concerts ran from 28 
September - 1 October. 
 

As ever, raising funds was a problem: The Arts Council of Great Britain and South West Arts gave some finance, but 
much came in small amounts from the town itself via local businesses / trade associations and many individuals. The 
fairly comprehensive programme (produced with help of a grant from the West Country Tourist Board) is worth seeking 
out to see the full range of events. 
 

Highlights included: Folk with Clive Palmer/Chrissy Quayle/Steve Tilston at Peggottys; Guildhall  bills of Bert 
Jansch/Wizz Jones/Roger Brooks + Davey Graham/John Renbourn/Stephan Grossman;  Festival Ball with Kris Gayle; 
Jazz by Don Rendell & Jazz Roots; Light opera/love songs from Ben Luxon (a big Cornish vocal star at the time); IMS 
concerts, including a very young Nigel Kennedy; Poetry by Jeff Nuttall, WS Graham, Arthur Caddick, Bob Devereux, 
Christopher Logue and Charles Causley; Fringe theatre presented works from Beckett and Pinter with Cornish actor 
David Shaw; Dance from Morris to modern; Film, with an animation festival; Street theatre including Footsbarn / The 
Barneys / 'Doc' Shiels; Cornish arts/crafts; Lectures; plus the revived custom of Open Studios. 
 

The Festival Committee provided a couple of cassette tape recorders for volunteers to record several events and 
conduct interviews with performers / audience, plus 'vox pop' interludes with locals and visitors for research purposes. 
Amazingly some of these tapes have survived and although not very comprehensive or of hi-fi quality, they do make 
interesting listening in parts. The best of what remains has been processed at the St Ives Archive onto a set of four 
compilation compact discs. Generally voice recordings have fared much better than purely musical tracks, but both often 
show the effects of recording imperfections, plus over 40 years of deterioration. It may be possible to  lessen some of 
these faults by using new technical enhancements in the future but at least we now have a selection of what remains in 
reasonable quality before even more deterioration takes place. 
 

On listening, the voices of the two main interviewers became very familiar: One was Chris Cocklin, well known 
community activist, who was to become Mayor of St Ives in 1999; the other voice proved harder to identify until Bob 
Devereux was played an interview and recognised it as John 'Red' Simpson, a jeweller who ran his own shop with wife 
Ruth in the Sloop Craft Market. Martin Val Baker is interviewed a few times during the festival - usually worrying about 
certain events breaking even or not, but he also stated that it was a great learning curve and he had already started 
making plans for the following year! Overall this first September Festival did make a loss but it was bearable and went 
on to became an important (virtually) annual fixture in the calendar of St Ives. Thanks to Martin and that first festival 
team for starting such a wonderful event which we all hope will successfully rise again after the Covid pandemic 
enforced cancellation of 2020.                                                                                                                          Phil Saward 

 

The main poster for the first St Ives September Festival 1978 
showing an early shot of The Wharf (Left). 
 

1978 Festival flyer and examples of tickets - note the 'double S' 
logo design by John Charles Clark (Below) 
 
 



 
Reading Well – A Selection of Reading to Support Mental Health for Children 

Recommended reading from the Summer Reading Challenge 
 

Reading Well for children provides quality-assured information, stories and advice to support children’s mental health 
and wellbeing. Books have been chosen and recommended by leading health professionals and co-produced with 
children and families. 
 

The booklist is targeted at children in Key Stage 2 (aged 7-11), but includes titles aimed at a wide range of reading 
levels to support less confident readers, and to encourage children to read together with their siblings and carers. 
The books are available to borrow from St Ives Library. Selected titles are also available to borrow as e-books and 
audiobooks. Visit St Ives Library to find out how to join the library and access books electronically. 
 

   
 

 

 

 
 

 

All episodes of ‘Strike’ are now available via iplayer – but books are best.   
J.K. Rowling writing as Robert Galbraith has released the latest instalment.  

 



 

What Is The Oldest Piece of Literature? 
(Source: Inside History) 

 

 
 
As with the wheel, cities and law codes, the earliest examples of written literature appear to have originated in ancient 
Mesopotamia. The Sumerian civilization first developed writing around 3400 B.C., when they began making markings on 
clay tablets in a script known as cuneiform. Their texts usually consisted of economic and administrative documents, but 
by the third millennium B.C., Sumerian scribes were also copying down essays, hymns, poetry and myths. Two of their 
oldest known literary works are the “Kesh Temple Hymn” and the “Instructions of Shuruppak,” both of which exist in written 
versions dating to around 2500 B.C. The former is an ancient ode to the Kesh temple and the deities that inhabited it, 
while the latter is a piece of “wisdom literature” that takes the form of sagely advice supposedly handed down from the 
Sumerian king Shuruppak to his son, Ziusudra. One of Shuruppak’s proverbs warns the boy not to “pass judgment when 
you drink beer.” Another counsels that “a loving heart maintains a family; a hateful heart destroys a family.” 
 

While Shuruppak’s fatherly wisdom is one of the most ancient examples of written literature, history’s oldest known fictional 
story is probably the “Epic of Gilgamesh,” a mythic poem that first appeared as early as the third millennium B.C. The 
adventure-filled tale centers on a Sumerian king named Gilgamesh who is described as one-third man and two-thirds god. 
Over the course of twelve clay tablets’ worth of text, he goes on a classic hero’s journey that sees him slay monsters, rub 
elbows with the gods and search for the key to immortality—all with predictably tragic results. The Epic of Gilgamesh 
started out as a series of Sumerian poems and tales dating back to 2100 B.C., but the most complete version was written 
around the 12th century B.C. by the Babylonians. The story was later lost to history after 600 B.C., and it wasn’t until the 
mid-19th century that archaeologists finally unearthed a copy near the Iraqi city of Mosul. Since then, scholars have hailed 
the 4,000-year-old epic as a foundational text in world literature.                                                           EVAN ANDREWS 
 
 

 

https://www.history.com/author/evan-andrews

